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Exercise 1 - AND

The goal of this first exercise is to build a very simple feed-forward NN with-
out hidden units, to define the training patterns for the learning of the AND
function, and to train the network on those patterns. Download and unzip the
JavaNNS archive and launch the JavaNNS.jar file. If the directory with the Java
system binaries is not in your current path, the operating system complains that
the required Java executables cannot be found. In this case, you must locate
them manually. On a Windows machine they can be typically found following
“My Computer→C:→Program Files→Java→jreX.Y.Z→bin”. The first time the
JavaNNS executable is launched it may ask for some libraries to be installed.
In that case, just click “OK” on the “Installing Library” panel. When Ja-
vaNNS is successfully launched the JavaNNS workspace appears; it contains an
empty Network window where you can build your network. The network for
this exercise will have two input units and one output unit. All the units will
have a logistic activation function. To generate the units select from the menu
“Tools→Create→Layers”. The “Create layers” panel appears. Select “Input”
as Unit type and press twice the “Create” button. Then Select “Output” as
Unit type and press once again the “Create” button. Then close the “Create
layers” panel.
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There are now on the Network window three units represented as filled
squares. Select one by one the units and right-click on them to make the “Edit
units” panel appear. Change the Names of the two input units from “noName”
to “In1” and “In2”, and that of the output unit to “Out”. Select the units with
the mouse and drag and reposition them in the Network window so that the
inputs units appear below the output unit.

Now we proceed to the creation of the connections. Select the two input
units (keep the Ctrl key pressed while you select with the mouse) and select the
Tools→Create→Connections menu item. The “Create links” panel appears.
Press the “Mark selected units as source” button. Now select the output unit
and press the same button (whose caption has changed to “Connect source to
the selected units”). The connections from the input units to the output units
appear, with a number that represents the weight of the connection. You can
now save the network as “Your- Name AND.net”.
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It is now time to generate the training pattern file for the AND function. You
can modify the “xor.pat” text file that is contained in the “examples” directory
of the JavaNNS package. Open the file with a text editor: the following text
appears:

SNNS pattern definition file V3.2
generated at Mon Apr 25 15:58:23 1994
No. of patterns : 4
No. of input units : 2
No. of output units : 1
# Input pattern 1:
0 0
# Output pattern 1:
0
# Input pattern 2:
0 1
# Output pattern 2:
1
# Input pattern 3:
1 0
# Output pattern 3:
1
# Input pattern 4:
1 1
# Output pattern 4:
0

Change the output pattern values so as to define the AND function and
save the file as “YourName AND.pat”. Now open from within JavaNNS the
pattern file that you have just generated. You will notice that the status panel
just below the menu echoes the choice of the training pattern. In order to ob-
serve how the error changes during the subsequent network training, select from
the menu “Tools→Control Panel”, and “View→Error Graph”. To observe the
input-output behavior of the network select the three units of the network and
then select the menu item “View→Projection”. As explained in the JavaNNS
manual, the Projection panel shows the activation of a hidden or output unit
as a function of activations of two input units. The panel can only be opened
when three units are selected in a network view. You obtain a workspace with
the four windows and panels shown here.
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You can check the training patterns from the Patterns tab of the Control
Panel (make sure that the units in the Network window are deselected and then
go through the patterns using the “>” and “<” buttons). The color of the
nodes reflects the activation, according to the correspondence represented by
the color bar on the left.

You can also change the display settings to let the labels associated with the
nodes display directly the activation value.
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You are now ready to proceed with the learning. First, initialize to random
values the network weights in the “Initializing” tab of the Control Panel. Then,
select the “Learn All” button in the “Learning” tab of the Control Panel. Ob-
serve the consequences on the Error graph. You can change the zoom factor
the error plot using the two zoom arrows. You can also select “View→Log” to
display the actual magnitude of the error during the learning. In the SNNS and
JavaNNS user manuals you can find the description of the various parameters
and learning rules available in the Control Panel. Notice how the “Projection to
Out” reflects the learning status of the network. Try reinitializing the weights
and repeat the learning with a different learning rate η (note that the display of
the “Projection” window slows considerably the execution; it is therefore advis-
able to close it during learning and recreate it at the end). The resolution of the
“Projection” plot can be increased selecting the “Increase resolution” button
that is represented by the array of closely spaced points in the lower left of the
window border.
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Exercise 2 - Sleep Classification

Introduction

The goal of this exercise is to get familiar with the training of neural networks
by using real world data. The concept of training and validation sets will be
explored. You will be able to see the problems of generalization. We will use
respiration data of one subject recorded over several days and nights. A feed-
forward neural network has to be trained to detect if the subject is asleep or not.
The data was recorded with an inductive, elastic strap around the rib cage of
the subject. Respiratory movements of the chest result in a variation of voltage
of the sensor output. The sampling rate was 50Hz. This raw biomedical signal
cannot be processed easily by a simple neural network. Normally features like
amplitudes, frequencies, shapes etc. have to be extracted. For a biomedical
signal this can be done from the time or frequency domain. For simplicity we
have selected a preprocessing for you. For a shifting window of 40 seconds
we calculated the power of the frequency content of the signal by using a fast
Fourier transformation. For each time window we obtain 409 frequency bins
(between 0 Hz and 15 Hz, higher frequencies are removed), each indicating the
content of the corresponding frequency interval in the original signal. Such a
power spectral density graph can be seen in Figure 1. The bins can now be
used as inputs for a neural network. As target we use a binary signal indicating
-1 for wake and 1 for sleep. This information was obtained by analyzing video
recordings of the subjects activity.

Figure 1: Power Spectral density graph of a respiratory signal and the corre-
sponding sleep / wake pattern.
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Exercise 2a)

Open the prepared simple network “sleepnet 0HL.net”. It has 409 input neurons
and 1 output neuron. Open also the Control Panel, the Error graph and the
Analyzer. Make following adjustments:

• Error graph:

1. Select mean square error (MSE)

2. Adjust y-axis between 0 and 2

• Analyzer:

1. x-axis → Pattern no

2. y axis → Unit

3. Number → 410 Output

4. Adjust y-axis between -1 and 1

5. Adjust x-axis between 0 and 8000

Your desktop will look like this:

Load the two pattern files sleep2.pat and sleep4.pat. Select sleep2 as training
set and sleep4 as validation set:
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Initialize the network and display the output pattern by adjusting the num-
ber of steps and clicking on test:

You will get some random pattern between -1 and 1.
Now select Batch Backpropagation as learning algorithm with learning rate 2
and dmax 0.2:

“Learn All”, observe the error graph, and visualize again the network output.
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You should see that the network begins to separate the two classes (here
in green). Try to improve the performance of the network by changing the
parameters.

• Is the result satisfying? Why?

Exercise 2b)

Select “Backprop-Momentum” as learning function. Dont forget to select “Shuf-
fle”, otherwise you learn similar groups of data points.

“Learn All”
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• How do you explain the increase in speed of the training and the better
training performance?

• Does the validation performance increase too?

• What happens if you increase the learning rate? How can you explain
this?

• Select another training set sleep1.pat or sleep3.pat and test it. What can
you observe?

Exercise 2c) (optional)

Load the network “sleepnet 1HL2.net” where a hidden layer with 2 neurons was
added to the previous network. Train with the same parameters and patterns
as in exercise 1 and compare.

• What can you say about the learning speed?

• Is there an improvement of the performance or in the output pattern?

• Does this network and training generalize well? Why?

• Build another network structure, which you estimate could perform better
and train and test it.

• What type of preprocessing would you choose for this kind of application?

• How could you reduce the network size?
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